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Second Basic B.Sc. Nursing Examination,
(Phase - lll : All Other Remaining UG/PG Courses) -

COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING . I

Total Duration :3 Hours lrctalMarks:75

lnstructions: 1) Use bluelblack ball point pen only.

2) Do notwite anything on the blank portion of the question paper.
lf wiften anything, such type of actwill be considered as an attempt
to resort to unfair means.
All questions are compulsory.
The numberto the rightisdicates fult marks.
Draw diagrams wherever necessary.
Distribution of syllabus in Question Paper is only meant to cover
entire syllabus within the stipulated frame. The Quesfion paper
paftem is a mere guide[pe. Quesfions can be asked from any
papefs syllabus into any question paper. Sfudenfs cannot claim
that the Quesfion is out of syllabus. As it is only for the placement
sake, the distribution has been done.
lJse a common answer book for attsecfions.

SECTION -A (40 Marks)

1. Short answer question (any five out of six) :

.a) Describe concept and dimensions of health.
-q Sources ofAir pollution & its effect on Health.
c) Dynamics of Disease Transmission.

$ Functions of Primary Health Centre.

/e) Food adulteration acts.

-g Hepatitis B.
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2. Long answer question (any one out of two): -*-,_ [1 x 15 - 15]
a) Define Epidemiology. Explaiii the aims & uies ofEpidemiology. Explain

/)

the levels of prevention.
Define Home Visiting. Discuss the principles of Home Visiting. Explain
the steps of home visiting.
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SECJION-E(35Marks)

answer question (any f,our out of five) :

Family planning methods.

Importance of Demography.

Health team members at PHC.

Explain Hardness of water & its removal.

National Immunization Schedule. .
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4. Long answer question (any one out of two) : [1 x15=151

.?) Define Community health nursing. Write down different indicators of
health. Discuss role of CFN in community.

b) Define communicable disease. List down the classification of
communicable diseases. Discuss the measures for prevention & control
of Communicable diseases.
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